
William Tumath, License #8420 
Prepared by Anne Trickey, Program Officer 

Issue: In April 2019, the Arts Commission sent notice to William Tumath that he had violated 
the program Code of Conduct in the following way: 

Retaliation against an artist who had previously reported him for sexual harassment. 

Recommendation: Based on the investigation of this report, staff are recommending that the 
Committee revoke this artist’s certificate.   

Supporting Evidence: Arts Commission staff interviewed William Tumath, Jonathan Guilliams, 
Ron Meninga and the artist who reported the sexual harassment and retaliation regarding 
these incidents. Additionally, staff received written reports and reviewed the history of Wililam 
Tumath’s relationship with the program including previous notices sent about prohibited 
behavior. These notices show a history of altercations with other female artists, and questions 
about the authenticity of Mr. Tumath’s crafts. 

The sexually harassed artist is no longer in the program. They became afraid of Mr. Tumath 
after his retaliation and chose to not renew their license rather than deal with further 
harassment. Their fear of retaliation is so great, they cannot write a formal statement or attend 
the public meeting. Please see the attached documents for more information.  
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Code of Conduct 



Artist Code of Conduct 

The Art Vendor program (also knovm as the Street Artist program) is a program of 

the San Francisco Arts Commission. As a participant in this program, the Arts 

Commission expects each artist to uphold and embody the mission, vision, and 

values of the Arts Commission. As a licensed artist, you are a cultural ambassador of 

the Arts Commission and as such, are expected to adhere to standards of behavior 

appropriate for this role. The market is a community of artists and all artists are 

responsible for its care and upkeep. Please respect the market and your role as one of 

the public representatives of the San Francisco arts community. 

The Arts Commission has adopted as part of its strategic plan the following Mission, 

Vision and Values: 

Mission 

The San Francisco Arts Commission is the City agency that champions the arts as 

essential to daily life by investing in a vibrant arts community, enlivening the urban 

environment and shaping innovative cultural policy. 

Vision 

The San Francisco Arts Commission envisions a San Francisco where the 

transformative power of art is critical to strengthening neighborhoods, building 

infrastructure and fostering positive social change. We believe the arts create 

inspiring personal experiences, illuminate the human condition and off er 

meaningful ways to engage with each other and the world around us. We imagine a 

vibrant San Francisco where creativity, prosperity and progress go hand in hand. 

We advance artists' ideas to improve the quality of life for everyone through a united 

cultural sector whose contributions are vital and valued. 

Values 

• Cultural equity and access to high quality arts experience for all
• The arts as a vehicle for positive social change and prosperity
• Artists as integral to making San Francisco a city where people want to live,

work and play
• The arts as critical to a healthy democracy and innovative government
• Responsiveness to community needs
• Collaboration and partnerships
• Accountability and data-driven decision-making
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Code of Conduct 

By signing your name to this document or checking the box online you confirm that 

you have read and reviewed this material. The Program Officer will keep a receipt 

of your acknowledgement on file. A violation of these rules may result in the denial, 

suspension, or revocation of your license. See San Francisco Police Code Section 

2408(a). 

1. It is the City's policy to prohibit discrimination or harassment on the basis of:

Race, color, ancestry, national origin, ethnicity, place of birth, sex, age,

religion, creed, disability or medical condition, HIV/ AIDS status, sexual

orientation, marital or domestic partner status, gender identity, parental

status, pregnancy, weight or height or any other characteristic protected

by state or federal employment discrimination laws or by the San

Francisco Charter or local ordinance. The Arts Commission expects all

licensees and program participants to keep derogatory and

discriminatory language out of the market and this program.

2. Always be respectful, courteous and considerate to fellow artists, Arts

Commission Staf( Advisory Committee members and the public. A major

factor in the existence of the program is its continued good relations with the

public and the business community.

3. Do not physically or verbally threaten or assault another artist, an Arts

Commission staff member, an Advisory Committee member or other

departmental personnel, a store merchant, or any member of the public, or

engage in any other serious mistreatment of persons, or acts that present an

immediate danger to the public health and safety.

4. Present a neat and clean display that follows market location specifications.

Make sure you have your signs and labels visible so that the public knows that

your items are handmade.

5. All artists must ensure that their displays are secured. Winds are

unpredictable and therefore every physical display shall be held down by

weights or in another manner to prevent movement by the wind. The City

and County of San Francisco is not responsible for any damage caused by any

display.
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6. Keep your space clean while you are in it, and remove everything when you

leave. There should be no evidence of your craft or display once you leave a

location.

7. Do not display items that appear to be for sale that you have not made, even if

you are not selling the items.

8. Display for sale only handmade items that are listed on your license.

9. Set up in designated locations only.

10. Keep your display within space allowance. None of your equipment, display

or other belongings should intrude into any walkways or into another space.

11. You must personally sell your items. Only you as the licensed artist may take

money from a customer in exchange for anything from your display. You may

have another person watch your display for short periods, but that person

cannot make sales on your behalf.

12. Do not attach anything to any piece of public property or private property that

is not yours. For example, do not hang your merchandise, signage, or part of

your display on trees, lampposts, railings, fences, fireplugs, or other objects

that do not belong to you.

13. Arrange any umbrella used as part of a display such that it does not interfere

with visual access between storefronts and public walkways. Please arrange

any merchandise in a manner that maintains this visual access.

14. If you set up prior to the day's lottery, you must vacate if the space is allocated

through the lottery.

15. Do not interfere with or hinder any City employee, Advisory Committee

member or contractor who is engaged in the discharge of such person's

duties. This includes both physical and verbal abuse of any employee.

16. Do not make false reports or use deception to gain an advantage over other

artists.
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17- The approved selling locations are drug and alcohol free zones. Do not drink,
smoke, or use illegal drugs at the market.

18. Artists shall vacate the areas used for loading and unloading of displays and

equipment as soon as possible.No artist shall use these areas for parking

except while loading or unloading.

19. Respect the business of your fell ow artists. Do not enter their spaces without

permission, interfere, or hinder the interaction between customers and other

artists. Please ensure that your customers do not block or interfere with the

displays of neighboring artists.

20. Loud or constant music or noise (radios, drums, instruments, filing,

hammering, cutting, etc.) can greatly disturb the artists who spend many

hours a day in close proximity to each other. Please be considerate of the

neighboring artists and merchants, and work with them to address concerns

about music and noise.

21. Do not "hawk" your merchandise by shouting to people who pass your table.

22. Artists shall not replicate another artist's work.

23. You must comply with all applicable ordinances and rules. As a reminder,

artists are prohibited from selling or setting up between 12 a.m. and 6 a.m. and

selling, offering or soliciting offers to purchase from any vehicle.

Program Violations 

Article 24 of the San Francisco Police Code (online link) sets forth the procedures for 

addressing violations of the ordinances and the Commission's rules and regulations 

applicable to the artists, and any appeal from a decision by the Arts Commission to 

suspend, revoke or deny a license. Any staff member, artist or member of the public 

may initiate a complaint against an artist for violation of the ordinances or rules and 

regulations, including the code of conduct included herein. 

The Notice to Street Artists ( online link) adopted by the San Francisco Arts 

Commission sets forth the administrative procedures applicable to hearing 

procedures. Any artist subject to a complaint should review those procedures, which 

are available here: 





From: Trickey, Anne (ART)
To:
Subject: Conde of Conduct
Date: Friday, October 05, 2018 2:36:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,

The office received your signed last page of the Code of Conduct with your note. Could you please
let me know for which items you need further clarification?

If you’re asking for the legislation link, I’ve included that below.

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/police/policecode?
f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:sanfrancisco_ca$sync=1

Sincerely,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.

Please make an appointment.

Community Investments
San Francisco Arts Commission

401 Van Ness Ave, Ste 325 (upstairs on the 3rd floor)
San Francisco, CA 94102
Email: anne.trickey@sfgov.org
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884

NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San
Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal
information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will be redacted.
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Notice to Street Artists 

 Section 5 of the Street Artists Ordinance allows the Director of Cultural 

Affairs to refuse to issue a street artists certificate or renewal if charges have 

been filed alleging deception or violation of the Street Artists Ordinance. The 

Art Commission has adopted the following procedures to implement Section 5. 

These procedures may be used to address violations in addition to, and may be 

taken with, the existing suspension-revocation procedures. 

CHARGES OF MINOR VIOLATIONS OF THE STREET ARTISTS 

ORDINANCE: 

--includes most violations of a non-violent/ non-threatening nature. 

First Violation:  “NOTICE OF WARNING” from Program Director. 

Second Violation: “NOTICE OF INTENT TO RECOMMEND DENIAL OF 

CERTIFICATE OR RENEWAL” from Program Director.  

 Notice will offer artist an opportunity to have a public hearing with Program 

Director to discuss the charge. If artist agrees in writing to comply with Street 

Artists Ordinance, Program Director will recommend issuance of certificate or 

renewal. If artist does not agree in writing to comply with the ordinance, 

Program Director will recommend denial of certificate or renewal. 

Third Violation:  (when at least 1 of 3 of the incidents has been witnessed by 

Police or Program staff): “NOTICE OF WITHHOLDING OF CERTIFICATE 

OR RENEWAL PENDING HEARING” from Director of Cultural Affairs.* 

CHARGES OF SERIOUS VIOLATIONS OF THE STREET ARTIST 

ORDINANCE 

--includes violations of a violent or threatening nature and violations that 

significantly threaten integrity of Street Artists Program. 

First Verifiable Violation: “NOTICE OF WITHHOLDING OF 

CERTIFICATE OR RENEWAL PENDING HEARING” from Director of 

Cultural Affairs.* 

*Denials of certificates or renewals are governed by section 2408 of the Street

Artists Ordinance. The Street Artists Program Committee will hold a public

hearing on the certificate or renewal in accordance with Section 2408. A

decision by the Committee and Program Director to deny certificate or renewal

may be appealed to the Board of Appeals within 15 days, in accordance with

section 2409 of the Street Artists Ordinance.

 12/10/1996 
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From: Trickey, Anne (ART)
To: "WILLIAM TUMATH"
Subject: RE: RETURN OF BORROWED PROPERTY FROM PLAZA
Date: Monday, October 29, 2018 9:08:00 AM

No problem, I will forward to them. Thank you for loaning them the weights. It's in the Code of Conduct that those
are required and all new artists receive a copy. I'll reiterate this requirement to both of them as well.

Best,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San Francisco Arts
Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be requested by the
public. If this happens, all sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will
be redacted.

-----Original Message-----
From: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2018 5:44 PM
To: Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
Cc: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Subject: RETURN OF BORROWED PROPERTY FROM PLAZA

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

HI ANNE,

 I WILL SEND YOU A VOICE MESSAGE TO HELP CLEAR THE E-MAIL INFO :

I WAS WORKING ON 10/22 &23RD. THERE WAS A NEW ARTIST, LAUREN ? FIRST TIME OUT WITH
ORIGINAL ART PRINTS.
ALSO NO WEIGHTS …. SO FOR HER PROTECTION AND THE SAFETY OF OTHERS AT THE PLAZA I
LOANED HER SOME OF MY HEAVY SAND BAGS TO SECURE TO THE BOOTH..THEY WERE
SUPPOSED TO RETURN THEM ON THURSDAY OR SATURDAY.   NEVER SHOWED UP — I WOULD
LIKE MY WEIGHTS BACK OR $20 TO BUY 2 MORE.

ON TUESDAY , HEATHER CREDOS , FROM LIVERMORE OR CLOVIS. SHE IS AT THE PLAZA ON AND
OFF. SHE SELLS JEWELRY AND SIGNS.  SHE  NEEDED WEIGHTS ALSO ON TUESDAY. I GAVE HER
TWO OF MY WEIGHTS. SHE  WAS SUPPOSED TO RETURN THEM ON THURSDAY… SHE NEVER
RETURNED ?? I WOULD LIKE MY WEIGHTS OR $20.



I HAVE NO CONTACT INFORMATION ON THESE PEOPLE….

I WAS WONDERING IF YOU COULD FORWARD THIS E-MAIL TO THEM [ I DON’T EXPECT YOU TO
REVEAL ANY PERSONAL INFO.]  THIS IS ONE MORE REASON NOBODY ELSE OFFERED TO HELP
THEM ? OR WHY THEY DON’T HELP ANYBODY….

ANY HELP WOULD BE APPRICIATED.

THANKS,

WILLIAM TUMATH 7903



From: Trickey, Anne (ART)
To:
Cc: Mumby, Barbara (ART)
Subject: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing
Date: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 8:57:00 AM
Attachments: Notice of Warning 10 29 18.doc.docx

Code of Conduct 10518.pdf
image001.png
Artist Code of Conduct 8-8-18.docx
Notice of Intent to Deny.docx

Dear Mr. Tumath,

Please find attached a notice of your upcoming disciplinary hearing. The office tried to call you at
your listed number yesterday, , and received a disconnected notification. I would like
to speak with you further about this process. Please give me a call at your earliest convenience 415-
252-2213.

As mentioned in the letter, the disciplinary hearing is set for June 11, 2019. The meeting will start at
1pm.

Sincerely,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.

Please make an appointment.

Community Investments
San Francisco Arts Commission

401 Van Ness Ave, Ste 325 (upstairs on the 3rd floor)
San Francisco, CA 94102
Email: anne.trickey@sfgov.org
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884



NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San
Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal
information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will be redacted.



From: Trickey, Anne (ART)
To: WILLIAM TUMATH
Subject: RE: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing
Date: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 10:10:00 AM
Attachments: Notice to Street Artists Letterhead.pdf

License Redesign and War Memorial Markets.msg

Hello,

Hopefully you were able to read the attachments I sent which have the original warning and the
follow up notice of the disciplinary hearing. I’ve attached the Notice to Artists which describes the
disciplinary process for the agency.

I am looking to interview the second artist whom you sent to ask about a false report. I would
appreciate you giving me their name so that I can get their statement on file.

We can go over the hearing procedure on the phone. I will also be sending additional information
about the process closer to the June 11 hearing date.

I’ve also attached the email I sent on Friday discussing the current state of the licenses for all
vendors. The delay is due to the redesign process.

Sincerely,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San
Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal
information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will be redacted.

From: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 9:43 AM
To: Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
Cc: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Subject: Re: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing



This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

DEAR Mx. TRICKEY,

PLEASE DO MORE DISCOVERY ON THIS CHARGE.  IT IS WITHOUT MERIT. I AM
VERY DISTURBED AND FEELING UNDER DURESS BY YOUR ACTIONS.

 I WOULD LIKE MY LICENSE WHICH I PAID FOR IN MARCH , OVER A MONTH
AGO. 

 MY CURRENT NUMBER  SAME ADDRESS.

THANK YOU, 

WILLIAM TUMATH

On Apr 24, 2019, at 8:57 AM, Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
wrote:

Dear Mr. Tumath,

Please find attached a notice of your upcoming disciplinary hearing. The office tried to
call you at your listed number yesterday,  , and received a disconnected
notification. I would like to speak with you further about this process. Please give me a
call at your earliest convenience 415-252-2213.

As mentioned in the letter, the disciplinary hearing is set for June 11, 2019. The
meeting will start at 1pm.

Sincerely, 

Anne Trickey 
Program Officer

pronouns: she/they 
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land. 

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.



Please make an appointment.

Community Investments
San Francisco Arts Commission

401 Van Ness Ave, Ste 325 (upstairs on the 3rd floor)
San Francisco, CA 94102
Email: anne.trickey@sfgov.org
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884
<image001.png>
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted
to the San Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are
subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this
happens, all sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers
and phone numbers, will be redacted.

<Notice of Warning_10_29_18.doc.docx><Code of Conduct_10518.pdf><Artist
Code of Conduct_8-8-18.docx><Notice of Intent to Deny.docx>



From: Trickey, Anne (ART)
To: WILLIAM TUMATH
Subject: RE: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing
Date: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 10:35:00 AM
Attachments: Receipt 4 24 19.pdf

If you want to pick up your weights. Let me know the date and time and I can bring them out to the
front door or loading door of the first floor of the building.

Sincerely,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San
Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal
information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will be redacted.

From: Trickey, Anne (ART) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 10:11 AM
To: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Subject: RE: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing

Hello,

Hopefully you were able to read the attachments I sent which have the original warning and the
follow up notice of the disciplinary hearing. I’ve attached the Notice to Artists which describes the
disciplinary process for the agency.

I am looking to interview the second artist whom you sent to ask about a false report. I would
appreciate you giving me their name so that I can get their statement on file.

We can go over the hearing procedure on the phone. I will also be sending additional information
about the process closer to the June 11 hearing date.

I’ve also attached the email I sent on Friday discussing the current state of the licenses for all



This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

vendors. The delay is due to the redesign process.

Sincerely,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San
Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal
information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will be redacted.

From: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 9:43 AM
To: Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
Cc: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Subject: Re: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing

DEAR Mx. TRICKEY,

PLEASE DO MORE DISCOVERY ON THIS CHARGE.  IT IS WITHOUT MERIT. I AM
VERY DISTURBED AND FEELING UNDER DURESS BY YOUR ACTIONS.

 I WOULD LIKE MY LICENSE WHICH I PAID FOR IN MARCH , OVER A MONTH
AGO. 

 MY CURRENT NUMBER  ] SAME ADDRESS.

THANK YOU, 

WILLIAM TUMATH



On Apr 24, 2019, at 8:57 AM, Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
wrote:

Dear Mr. Tumath,

Please find attached a notice of your upcoming disciplinary hearing. The office tried to
call you at your listed number yesterday, 415-424-1486, and received a disconnected
notification. I would like to speak with you further about this process. Please give me a
call at your earliest convenience 415-252-2213.

As mentioned in the letter, the disciplinary hearing is set for June 11, 2019. The
meeting will start at 1pm.

Sincerely, 

Anne Trickey 
Program Officer

pronouns: she/they 
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land. 

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.

Please make an appointment.

Community Investments
San Francisco Arts Commission

401 Van Ness Ave, Ste 325 (upstairs on the 3rd floor)
San Francisco, CA 94102
Email: anne.trickey@sfgov.org
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884
<image001.png>
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted
to the San Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are
subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this
happens, all sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers
and phone numbers, will be redacted.

<Notice of Warning_10_29_18.doc.docx><Code of Conduct_10518.pdf><Artist
Code of Conduct_8-8-18.docx><Notice of Intent to Deny.docx>



This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Trickey, Anne (ART)
To: WILLIAM TUMATH
Subject: RE: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing
Date: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 4:46:00 PM
Attachments: Notice of Intent to Deny.docx

The subject of the complaint is in the Notice of Intent to Deny, attached again.

Sincerely,

Anne Trickey
Program Officer
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884

pronouns: she/they
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San
Francisco Arts Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal
information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will be redacted.

From: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 4:38 PM
To: Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
Cc: WILLIAM TUMATH 
Subject: Re: Notice of Disciplinary Hearing

EXCUSE ME , WHERE IS THE COMPLAINT,  ABOUT ME SENDING ANOTHER
PERSON OVER TO THIS ARTIST FOR WHAT EVER REASON SINCE I TOLD YOU I
DON’T HAVE A CLUE WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT ?? I DID NOTHING
ABOUT THE COMPLAINT EXCEPT TO AVOID ANY CONTACT WITH THE ARTIST
AFTER THE FIRST INTERACTION. PLEASE KEEP ME INFORMED ON WHAT YOU
ARE TRYING TO DO. 
THANKS AGAIN.

On Apr 24, 2019, at 12:12 PM, WILLIAM TUMATH 



wrote:

THANK YOU.

On Apr 24, 2019, at 8:57 AM, Trickey, Anne (ART)
<anne.trickey@sfgov.org> wrote:

Dear Mr. Tumath,

Please find attached a notice of your upcoming disciplinary hearing. The
office tried to call you at your listed number yesterday, ,
and received a disconnected notification. I would like to speak with you
further about this process. Please give me a call at your earliest
convenience 415-252-2213.

As mentioned in the letter, the disciplinary hearing is set for June 11,
2019. The meeting will start at 1pm.

Sincerely, 

Anne Trickey 
Program Officer

pronouns: she/they 
formal address: Mx. Trickey
What’s this?

A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land. 

Read the Arts Commission’s Racial Equity Statement.

Please make an appointment.

Community Investments
San Francisco Arts Commission

401 Van Ness Ave, Ste 325 (upstairs on the 3rd floor)
San Francisco, CA 94102
Email: anne.trickey@sfgov.org
Office: 415-252-2213
Field: 415-806-5884
<image001.png>
NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and
documents submitted to the San Francisco Arts Commission are
public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine
Ordinance and can be requested by the public. If this happens, all



sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers
and phone numbers, will be redacted.

<Notice of Warning_10_29_18.doc.docx><Code of
Conduct_10518.pdf><Artist Code of Conduct_8-8-18.docx><Notice
of Intent to Deny.docx>
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protected by state or federal employment discrimination laws or by the 
San Francisco Charter or local ordinance. The Arts Commission expects 
all licensees and program participants to keep derogatory and 
discriminatory language out of the market and this program. 

- You harassed this artist based on their assumed sex, gender and marital
status.

- You engaged multiple other artists to assist you in your harassment of this
artist.

2. Always be respectful, courteous and considerate to fellow artists, Arts
Commission Staff, Advisory Committee members and the public. A major
factor in the existence of the program is its continued good relations with the
public and the business community.

- You were not respectful to this artist.
- You engaged another artist to intimidate them with mention of a “false

report.”

3. Do not physically or verbally threaten or assault another artist, an Arts
Commission staff member, an Advisory Committee member or other
departmental personnel, a store merchant, or any member of the public, or
engage in any other serious mistreatment of persons, or acts that present an
immediate danger to the public health and safety.

- You engaged another artist to retaliate against them for their report to the
point where they are no longer in the program and still fear retaliation from
you.

19. Respect the business of your fellow artists. Do not enter their spaces without
permission, interfere, or hinder the interaction between customers and other
artists. Please ensure that your customers do not block or interfere with the
displays of neighboring artists.

- You sent another artist to harass them in their booth.



May 30, 2019 
Page 3 

On October 29, 2018 the Arts Commission sent you a “NOTICE OF WARNING” 
which informed you that the Commission had received a previous report of your 
having allegedly violated the ordinance in the same manner: 

October 18, 2018, at Embarcadero Plaza: 

Verbal harassment of a new artist selling for the first time, telling them you 
“harass all women artists,” continued unwelcomed interaction throughout 
the day, and having another artist, Jonathan Guilliams #8695, ask them on a 
date.         

Please see the attached “NOTICE TO STREET ARTISTS” describing the Arts 
Commission’s procedures with respect to such violations. 

This is to inform you that because the above second report has been filed with the 
Arts Commission, the Program Officer on behalf of the Executive Director (the 
Director of Cultural Affairs) intends to recommend that the Arts Commission’s 
Street Artists Committee deny renewal of your certificate. 

The Program Officer’s decision to recommend denial of renewal of your certificate 
will be listed on the next agenda of the Street Artists Committee. If the hearing 
occurs after the expiration of your current certificate, your certificate will not be 
renewed pending notice of the Street Artists Committee decision, if so, to renew.  
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THE COMMITTEE HEARING MAY NOT 
NECESSARILY BE SCHEDULED PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF YOUR 
CURRENT CERTIFICATE, DUE TO THE COMMITTEE’S POSSIBLE 
BACKLOG OF AGENDA ITEMS, LACK OF QUORUM, OR OTHER REASONS. 
IF THAT HAPPENS, YOU WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO SELL UNTIL 
AFTER A DECISION IS MADE, IF SO, TO RENEW YOUR CERTIFICATE. 

The next Street Artists Committee is scheduled for June 11, 2019. Your license 
expires on June 30, 2019. 

Sincerely, 



May 30, 2019 
Page 4 

Anne Trickey 
Program Officer 
Arts Commission 

Attachments: 

Code of Conduct 
Notice to Artists 
October 29, 2018 Warning 
Signature Page 10_5_18 

Cc:  

Advisory Committee of Street Artists and Crafts Examiners 
All Arts Commissioners, Street Artists Committee 
Director of Community Investments, Barbara Mumby 
Director of Cultural Affairs, Tom DeCaigny 





May 30, 2019 
Page 2 

participants to keep derogatory and discriminatory language 
out of the market and this program. 

- You harassed this artist based on their assumed sex, gender and
marital status.

- You engaged another artist to assist you in your harassment of
this artist.

2. Always be respectful, courteous and considerate to fellow artists,
Arts Commission Staff, Advisory Committee members and the
public. A major factor in the existence of the program is its
continued good relations with the public and the business
community.

- You were not respectful to this artist.
- You engaged another artist to verbally gang up on them which

made them feel uncomfortable.

3. Do not physically or verbally threaten or assault another artist,
an Arts Commission staff member, an Advisory Committee
member or other departmental personnel, a store merchant, or
any member of the public, or engage in any other serious
mistreatment of persons, or acts that present an immediate
danger to the public health and safety.

- You verbally harassed this artist, telling them you “harass all
women artists.”

- Your behavior and conversation made this artist feel
uncomfortable and unsafe at the market.

19. Respect the business of your fellow artists. Do not enter their
spaces without permission, interfere, or hinder the interaction
between customers and other artists. Please ensure that your



May 30, 2019 
Page 3 

customers do not block or interfere with the displays of 
neighboring artists. 

- Your continued unwanted interaction affected their ability to do
business throughout the day.

Please also see the attached “NOTICE TO STREET ARTISTS” 
describing the Arts Commission’s procedures with respect to such 
violations. 

This is to respectfully request that you do not violate the Street Artist 
Ordinance. 

If you wish to respond to this notice, please write to the Program 
Officer. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Trickey 
Program Officer 

Attachments: 
Notice to Street Artists 
Thursday 10_18_18  
Code of Conduct 
Signature Page 10_5_18 

Cc:   All Arts Commissioners, Street Artists Committee 
Director of Community Investments Barbara Mumby 
Director of Cultural Affairs Tom DeCaigny 



Notes from 
Conversations 



Thursday, October 18, 2018 

- Weights, first thing in the morning
- Jax’s introduced William, usually has extras
- William didn’t show up on Saturday, so couldn’t give back
- Told her that he harasses all the women, came by all day
- Jonathan Guilliams, also introduced to her, asked her out on a date for William
- After that, told them to leave her alone

Jonathan Guilliams 

Confirmed by phone 10/29/18 



3/29 - Phone call to  to see if she would like to participate in the galleries show. 

Told me over the phone that William sent another male artist as an intermediary to determine that she 
had falsley reported him. 

Asked if she would be willing to write a letter detailing the retalitaion. 

4/2 - Email from  saying she could not write the letter out of fear of further retaliation. 

4/23 - Called Jonothan Guilliams to determine if he was the intermediary. He was not. He mentioned 
that William had tried to get him  

involved again and that William was very angry after receiveing the notice from the office. 

4/23 - Called number for William, not in in service. 

4/24 - Sent letter to William, received email and phone number. 

Ron Meninga - witness 

- she was playing along and "that whole sexual harassment thing was a joke"

- I never looked at her again

- I feel like I'm being descriminated against sexually, certain males are going to be culled from the herd

- that was a joke,

Fight, physical battery 

Denial 

"it was meant to make her feel comfortable" 

I did not send anyone to do anything.  

I love your focus and linear thinking.  

I don't have toadies or goons.  

Jonathan was trying to save his hiney and sell me down the river. 

Left voicemail for Ron Meninga 

10/18 

Ron was set up next to  when most of it was going on. At the first part, wasn't offensive at that 
point. 



Email Reports 



From: Lauren Prince
To: Trickey, Anne (ART)
Subject: Re: RETURN OF BORROWED PROPERTY FROM PLAZA
Date: Monday, October 29, 2018 9:31:10 AM

Hi Anne,
I do know, I have my own, just first time selling rookie mistake. And I thought someone was just being kind.

But I also want to mention that William kept coming up to me and talking to me that day and at one point had one of
his other friends who I am not familiar with ask me if I would go on a date with him. Even though my boyfriend was
there helping me. It was very uncomfortable. So I will be making a special trip here today to return the weights and
ask him to please leave me alone.

Do you have any way of asking him if he is present today so I don’t go there for no reason?

Thank you Anne,
Lauren
Sent from my iPhone

> On Oct 29, 2018, at 9:24 AM, Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org> wrote:
>
> No worries. I'm more interested in making sure you know that you need weights. I'm working on developing a
"first time artist" packet that would go over the set up so that this isn't a surprise. But weights definitely seems like
the Achilles heel for artists.
>
> William is an interesting character. Let me know if you need assistance with the trade-off.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Anne Trickey
> Program Officer
> Office: 415-252-2213
> Field: 415-806-5884
>
> pronouns: she/they
> formal address: Mx. Trickey
> What’s this?
>
> A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.
> NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San Francisco Arts
Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be requested by the
public. If this happens, all sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will
be redacted.
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Lauren Prince
> Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 9:22 AM
> To: Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
> Subject: Re: RETURN OF BORROWED PROPERTY FROM PLAZA
>
> Hello Anne,
>
> I am so sorry to see this email. William seemed so nice and said I could return them whenever since he had so
many. I told him I would be there on the Saturday after and he did not show up to sell.



> I have not been since due to my work schedule. I will stop by today to give them to him. Hopefully he is there.
>
> Again, I am very surprised to have gotten this email and I am sorry that you had to deal with it.
>
> Thank You,
> Lauren Prince
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Oct 29, 2018, at 9:14 AM, Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org> wrote:
>>
>> Hi Lauren,
>>
>> I'm forwarding you this email at the request of William Tumath. Please note, that having weights to set up is
required in the Code of Conduct. When you paid for your license in person, I gave you a copy of this document. I've
attached the signature page. The item about weights and your set up is number 5. As a participant in this program,
you are required to ensure your set up is compliant. Please let me know if you have any questions and thanks for
your cooperation.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>>
>> Anne Trickey
>> Program Officer
>> Office: 415-252-2213
>> Field: 415-806-5884
>>
>> pronouns: she/they
>> formal address: Mx. Trickey
>> What’s this?
>>
>> A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.
>> NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San Francisco Arts
Commission are public records and, as such, are subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be requested by the
public. If this happens, all sensitive personal information, such as Social Security numbers and phone numbers, will
be redacted.
>>
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: WILLIAM TUMATH
>> Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2018 5:44 PM
>> To: Trickey, Anne (ART) <anne.trickey@sfgov.org>
>> Cc: WILLIAM TUMATH
>> Subject: RETURN OF BORROWED PROPERTY FROM PLAZA
>>
>>
>> This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> HI ANNE,
>>
>> I WILL SEND YOU A VOICE MESSAGE TO HELP CLEAR THE E-MAIL INFO :
>>
>> I WAS WORKING ON 10/22 &23RD. THERE WAS A NEW ARTIST, LAUREN ? FIRST TIME OUT WITH
ORIGINAL ART PRINTS.
>> ALSO NO WEIGHTS …. SO FOR HER PROTECTION AND THE SAFETY OF OTHERS AT THE PLAZA I



LOANED HER SOME OF MY HEAVY SAND BAGS TO SECURE TO THE BOOTH..THEY WERE
SUPPOSED TO RETURN THEM ON THURSDAY OR SATURDAY.   NEVER SHOWED UP — I WOULD
LIKE MY WEIGHTS BACK OR $20 TO BUY 2 MORE.
>>
>> ON TUESDAY , HEATHER CREDOS , FROM LIVERMORE OR CLOVIS. SHE IS AT THE PLAZA ON
AND OFF. SHE SELLS JEWELRY AND SIGNS.  SHE  NEEDED WEIGHTS ALSO ON TUESDAY. I GAVE
HER TWO OF MY WEIGHTS. SHE  WAS SUPPOSED TO RETURN THEM ON THURSDAY… SHE NEVER
RETURNED ?? I WOULD LIKE MY WEIGHTS OR $20.
>>
>> I HAVE NO CONTACT INFORMATION ON THESE PEOPLE….
>>
>> I WAS WONDERING IF YOU COULD FORWARD THIS E-MAIL TO THEM [ I DON’T EXPECT YOU TO
REVEAL ANY PERSONAL INFO.]  THIS IS ONE MORE REASON NOBODY ELSE OFFERED TO HELP
THEM ? OR WHY THEY DON’T HELP ANYBODY….
>>
>> ANY HELP WOULD BE APPRICIATED.
>>
>> THANKS,
>>
>> WILLIAM TUMATH 7903
>> <Artist Code of Conduct_8-8-18.docx>
>> <Code of Conduct_101018.pdf>



From:
To: Trickey, Anne (ART)
Date: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 10:49:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Good Morning Anne,

I wanted to let you know that I thought about it a lot and unfortunately, I am just really uncomfortable writing a
statement about William. I sat down to write it and I don’t think there’s any way for him to not know that it was me
who wrote it and that stresses me out a lot. As much as I would like to help get him out of the program, I just don’t
think I comfortably write the statement. I deeply apologize, as I know you were hoping for this. I hope you
understand.

Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone



Scanned File 





From: Mumby, Barbara (ART)
To: Yahoo
Cc: Trickey, Anne (ART)
Subject: Courtesy Warning
Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2018 8:58:39 AM
Attachments: Re Program Participant Complaint.msg

Hello Carol Glashoff,

I have spoken to Mr. Tulmath and the City Attorney regarding your complaint. He has filed a counter
complaint as well (see attached).  Neither of you have any previous complaints against you, and
without witnesses, it makes it difficult to prove who is in the wrong.

My recommendation at this point is to avoid contact with Mr. Tulmath as much as possible and
refrain from engaging in personal conversations with him. If there is another incident of verbal
harassment, we can filed a formal complaint against him.

Regards,

Barbara Mumby-Huerta
Director, Community Investments

San Francisco Arts Commission
401 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 325
San Francisco, CA 94102
T: 415-252-2215

Preferred Gender Pronouns: she/her/hers
What’s this?

Sfartscommission.org
e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr I Main Services

NOTICE: Please be mindful that all correspondence and documents submitted to the San Francisco Arts
Commission are public records and as such, are subject to the Sunshine Ordinance and can be
requested by the public. If this happens, all sensitive personal information, such as Social Security
numbers and phone numbers will be redacted.
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� APPUCATION FOR CER'flFICATE Of- ·
S� ARTIST OR CRAFI'SPERSON �

.,..?7 

NAME (In full): _uJ_........l+-'--'-'- wJ_f-1_----"--L,\_M_...__.__h�---------'<:++--/
list names of all applicants of FAMILY UNIT* who wish to sell: 

* (EACH FAMILY UNIT MEMBER MUST ALSO PAY A $20 APPLICATION
FEE AND CERTIFICATION FEE)

RESIDENCE ADDRESS: 

(Area Coda) 

MAILING ADDRESS OF PERSON THROUGH WHOM APPLICANT CAN BE REACHED: 

E·MAIL ADDRESS: 

ADDRESS OF PLACE WHERE ART/CRAFT IS PRODUCED: 

ETURN IMMEDIATELY

ONLY FlRST 25 APPLICATIONS

IS SCHEDULED FOR EACH

MONTHLY SCREENING

DESCRIPTION OF THE ART(s} or CRAFT(s) ITEMS FOR WHICH THE APPLICATION 
SEEKS CERTIFICATION: 

--8.J Aesi�n of.� s1>,�\ g-�--.....��,t:.-·---

*FAMILY UNIT: Two or more persons jointly engaged in the creation of an art or craft
item, no one of whom stands in an employer-employee relationship to any of the other
members. (List the names of all members who wish to be certified to sell).

1 swear, under penalty of perjury, that the art or craft item(s) listed above is of niy own 
creation or the creation of my family unit, and that I neither employ other persons nor 
am I employed by another person in the creation of this art or craft item(s). 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT: 

F 
0 � 7 �.eft-.

DATE: l /.;i_) IJ °I
; TT . . 
Make Checks payable to San Francisco Arts Commission 
Mailing Address: 25 Van Ness Ave. - Suite 240, San Francisco, CA 94102 .

:��=- .... ,_ .. �,,:�   J APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT PAYMENT{?,:��:. _: . "" 
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Fw: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 
Howard Lazar to: ERNEST VIBES 
C . Susan Levinson, Carol Glashoff, Ron Vanini, kiwipuss, tadsky,

c. Alyssa Licouris, Luis Cancel, Jill Manton 
Bee: Kan Htun 

Mr. William Tumath 
Certificate #7903 

Dear Bill, 

01/26/2011 09:33 AM 

You may not have been aware of it, but I wish to point out to you that itis anyone's right - Market Manager, 
street artist, public official, or any member of the public - to ask a street artist to correct a potential safety 
hazard caused by any detail of the artist's business. If a safety hazard goes uncorrected, the possibility 
exists for it to not only jeopardize the public's well being but, in turn, jeopardize the Recreation-Park 
Department's allowance for all street artists to use Justin Herman Plaza. 

Furthermore, if the street artist does not correct the potential safety hazard he is causing and /or if the artist 
chooses to confront or otherwise interfere with the business of another street artist , the artist will 
jeopardize the continuation of his certificate issued by the Arts Commission. In addition to the powers 
granted it under the street artist regulations, the Commission has the authority under the San Francisco 
Municipal Code to suspend, revoke, or refuse to issue or renew the certificate of an artist who conducts 
his business in a disorderly, improper, or hazardous manner (which includes public safety issues, 
personalconfrontations, and interference with another artist's business). 

I know that you appreciate and value the opportunity to sell your items in Justin Herman Plaza. You have 
pretty much conveyed your appreciation to me in previous conversations. Therefore, I look forward to 
your continued cooperation and participation in a vibrant, premier artists marketplace. 

Howard 

Howard Lazar 
Street Artists Program Director 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252.2583 

Website: http://www.sfartscommission.org/streeLartists_program/index.html 
----- Forwarded by Howard Lazar/ARTSCOM/SFGOV on 01/26/2011 08:41 AM-----

From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Date: 
Subject: 

�/SFGOV 

�SFGOV@SFGOV 
01/26/2011 08:05 AM 
Fw: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 

-------------���--=="'=-- =��.=--� 

Please see Susan's message below. 

Alyssa Licouris 
Street Artists Program Assistant 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252.2581 



Website: http://www.sfartscommission.org/street artists_program/index.html 
e-Newsletter: http://sfartscommission.org/newsletter
Twitter: http://www. twitter .com/SF AC
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/sfartscommission
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/ArtsCommission
Flickr: http://www. flickr .com/photos/sfac

----- Forwarded by Alyssa Licouris/ARTSCOM/SFGOV on 01/26/2011 08:04 AM-----

• I � i f i 

01/25/2011 02:16 PM 

cc 

Subject to be forwarded to William tumuth 7903 

To William Tumath #7003 

, John Tunui 

I am writing this in the interest of clear communication. On Sunday January 9, I found that you 
had left a swiveling office chair on wheels out in front of your booth #28. This is a main 
thoroughfare and the chair is unstable and could cause bodily harm if someone were to bump into 
it or cause it to bump into someone else. I commented on this and John T came and got it. A little 
later you came up to me (in front of many witnesses) and put your face menacingly close to mine 
and loudly and angrily declared that some completely different and unrelated actions by other 
street artists were just the same violations as the chair in the aisle. I assume this means that you 
understood that you were wrong but thought that others.were wrong too. You also went to John T 
and told him you wanted to report these supposed violations and John T told you it was merely 
retaliation. This is unacceptable. If a manager is concerned about your violation of safety issues, 
you need to take conective action. In the past we have lost the entire middle row of spaces 
because of creating safety concerns. 
Fast forward to this Saturday January 22. I was helper and writing the names and licenses and 
Debra King was calling the names out. You positioned yourself right next to us and were making 
distracting comments. Debra asked you several times to be quiet and so did I. Finally you 
stopped. 
On Sunday Januai·y 23, towards the end of the lottery, you approached the table where John T 
and I and two street artists were attempting to finish the lottery. I asked you not to interrupt as the 
situation was tense and I needed to concentrate, but you insisted. It turned out that you wanted to 
point out that a homeless person was poking around in Jill's car. While you were interrupting me 
and not telling Jill or handling the situation yourself (if you truly cared) the homeless person had 
more time to rummage around� I told you that this wasn't my job and that I could write yo1,1 up ( 
for disrupting the lottery). I have never seen a manager called away from the lottery to resolve a 
situation with a homeless person, an_d your interruption in this case seems very frivolous. 
This email is a warning that if you commit safety violations or disrupt the lottery again, I will 
write a complaint. Your retaliation by making your own list of other's supposed violations will 



not change this. 

Susan Levinson 



/ 

Re: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 

{;V� {� Pagelof4

f;{-e_.,  _, 

�-- -

ERNEST VIBES 
to: 
Howard.Lazar 
01/31/2011 04:05 PM 
Cc: 
THEVEND 
Show Details 

HELLO HOW ARD, 

YES, THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND CONSIDERATION. YOU WILL ALWAYS HA VE MINE IN 
MATTERS OF PLAZA POLITICS. 

WE'LL WORK IT OUT JUST FINE. I'M SURE. I'LL MAKE THE EXTRA EFFORT. 

BEST REGARDS TO YOU ALL, 

WILLIAM TUMATH #7903 

From: "Howard.Lazar@sfgov.org" <Howard.Lazar@sfgov.org> 
To: ERNEST VIBES 
Cc: 

Levinson 
Sent: Mon, January 31, 201110:56:16 AM 
Subject: Re: to be forwarded to William tumuth 7903 

Dear Bill, 

Thank you for stating your clarification of both of these unrelated 
incidents. I appreciate your taking the time to do this. 

From experience, I accept that in "marketplace" environments clear 
communication between parties doesn't always occur, and often the 
unfortunate result is misunderstanding and hurt feelings. But, thankfully, 
I also know street artists as a group to be a people tolerant of different 
expressions and who frequently demonstrate an admirable capacity to let 
bygones be bygones. I look forward to seeing the misunderstanding and raw 
feelings related to the two incidents replaced by a resumption of Justin 
Herman Plaza cooperation and camaraderie. 

Howard 

Howard Lazar 
Street Artists Program Director 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252.2583 

Website: http://www.sfartscommission.org/street artists program/index.html 

; Carol Glashoff 

fil P:· llr. '.\Documents and Settine:s\hlazar\Local Settings\Temp\notes6030C8\-web4885 .htm 

Susan 

2/1/2011 



Dear Bill, 

Re: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 @ 
Howard Lazar to: ERNEST VIBES 

C . Alyssa.Licouris, Ron Vanini, Carol Glashoff, Jill.Manton, kiwipuss,
c. Luis.Cancel, Susan Levinson, tadsky 

01/31/2011 10:56 AM 

Thank you for stating your clarification of both of these unrelated incidents. I appreciate your taking the 
time to do this. 

From experience, I accept that in "marketplace" environments clear communication between parties 
doesn't always occur, and often the unfortunate result is misunderstanding and hurt feelings. But, 
thankfully, I also know street artists as a group to be a people tolerant of different expressions and who 
frequently demonstrate an admirable capacity to let bygones be bygones. I look forward to seeing the 
misunderstanding and raw feelings related to the two incidents replaced by a resumption of Justin Herman 
Plaza cooperation and camaraderie. 

Howard 

Howard Lazar 
Street Artists Program Director 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252.2583 

Website: http://www.sfartscommission.org/street artists program/index.html 
 - ------- --· 

ERNEST VIBES !FROM: WILI.JAMTUMATH#7903JNTHE INJE ... .·  > 0.1/28/2011 05:00:16 PM

From: 
To: 
Cc: 

01/28/2011 05:00 PM 
Re: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 

-·- _,, , - ------------ -·---

FROM : WILLIAM TUMATH #7903 

IN THE INTEREST OF CLEAR COMMUNICATIONS 

TO : SUSAN LEVINSON MARKET MANAGER 

THE JANUARY 9TH SWIVEL CHAIR INCIDENT. AS I TRIED TO EXPLAIN TO YOU , WHILE YOU WERE YELLING AT ME . 
IT WASN'T MY CHAIR AND I DID NOT PUT IT THERE. IT BELONGED TO JOHN TANUI. HE PUT IT IN FRONT OF MY 
BOOTH SPACE AS A JOKE? 
IT WAS INDEED A HAZARD TO NAVIGATION AND IT WAS PREVENTING ME FROM CONDUCTING BUSINESS. I REPEATEDLY 
TRIED TO EXPLAIN THIS, HOWEVER. YOU REFUSED TO LISTEN. FINALLY, YOU TOLD JOHN AND HE REMOVED HIS 
CHAIR. 



AFTER YOUR RANT, YOU RETURNED TO A NEARBY BOOTH TO WATCH YOUR FRIENDS BLOCKING A MAIN 
PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY WHILE THEY TOOK PICTURES OF A NEIGHBORING S.A.s BOOTH LAYOUT. TO DO THIS, THEY 
PLACED A CAMERA ON•A TRIPOD ABOUT SIX FEET OUT IN THE WALKWAY IN FRONT OF THE BOOTH. THIS ACTIVITY 
CONTINUED FOR OVER 30 MINUTES, WHILE I REALIZE THAT A TRIPOD HAS ONLY THREE FEET AND A SWIVEL CHAIR 
HAS FOUR. THE TRIPOD IS WAY MORE DANGEROUS TO PEDESTRIANS DUE TO ITS LARGER FOOTPRINT. 

l WAS WAS COMPLETELY CONFUSED AND VEXED BY THIS SCENE. I CAME OVER AND QUESTIONED YOU, ON WHY 
THEY WERE ALLOWED TO DO THIS. I SPOKE IN A LOUD VOICE DUE TO THE FACT THAT YOU SEEM TO BE UNABLE TO 
HEAR OR COMPREHEND ANYTHING I SAY TO YOU. JUST LOUD THAT'S ALL. 

l ASKED JOHN TANUI ABOUT IT , SINCE YOU REFUSED TO EXPLAIN IT TO ME. HE SUGGESTED I NOT MAKE ANY 
COMPLAINTS ABOUT YOUR ACTIONS, AS THIS COULD BE PERCEIVED AS RETALIATION. 

SO I DIDN'T! 

JANUARY 23 INCIDENT. A HOMELESS WOMAN WAS BEING DISRUPTIVE AT THE LOTTERY TABLE. l GAVE HER SOME 
MONEY TO BUGGER OFF AND GET SOME COFFEE . TO MY SURPRISE SHE BOLDLY WENT OVER TO THE PARKING LOT 
AND STARTED GOING INTO SAs CARS? 

IN THE PAST I WAS TOLD THAT THE MARKET MANAGER WAS THE INTERFACE BETWEEN SA's, THE ART COMMISSION, 
OTHER SAs, GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, PRIVATE INTERESTS AND THE PUBLIC. I WAS INSTRUCTED TO BRING ANY 
QUESTIONS, PROBU:MS OR ISSUES TO THE ATTENTION OF THE MARKET MANAGER � NOT TO TAKE ANY ACTlON 
WITHOUT DOING SO. 

I TRIED TO TELL YOU WHAT WAS HAPPENING. YOU RESPONDED , " YOUR THE SUPER HERO OF THE PLAZA, YOU 
DEAL WITH IT!". ·THIS CONFUSED ME SO, I AGAIN MANAGED TO GET JOHN TANUI'S ATTENTION AND HE ESCORTED 
THE BELLICOSE WOMAN OUT OF THE PLAZA AREA. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTE, l HAVE NEVER COMMITTED A SAFETY VIOLATION . I DID NOT DISRUPT THE LOTTERY. 

HAVE A GREAT DAY! 

WILLIAM TUMATH #7903 
.
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From: "Howard. Lazar@sfgov.org" <Howard. Lazar@sfgov.org > 
To: ERNEST VIBES 
Cc: Susan Levinson 
Vanini 
Luis.Cance s gov.orgj 1II.Manton@sfgov.org 
Sent: Wed, January 26, 2011 9:33:32 AM 
Subject: Fw: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 

Mr. William Tumath 
Certificate #7903 

Dear Bill, 

You may not have been aware of it, but I wish to point out to you that It 
is anyone's right - Market Manager, street artist, public official, or any 
member of the public - to ask a street artist to correct a potential safety 
hazard caused by any detail of the artist's business. If a safety hazard 
goes uncorrected, the possibility exists for it to not only jeopardize the 
public's well being but, in turn, jeopardize the Recreation-Park 
Department's allowance for all street artists to use Justin Herman Plaza. 

Furthermore, if the street artist does not correct the potential safety 



hazard he is causing and/or if the artist chooses to confront or otherwise 
Interfere with the business of another street artist, the artist will 
jeopardize the continuation of his certificate issued by the Arts 
Commission. In addition to the powers granted it under the street artist 
regulations, the Commission has the authority under the San Francil;lco 
Municipal Code to suspend, revoke, or refuse to issue or renew the 
certificate of an ;'lrlist who conducts his business in a disorderly, 
improper, or hazardous manner (which includes public safety issues, 
personal confrontations, and interference with another artist's business). 

I know that you appreciate and value the opportunity to sell your items in 
Justin Herman Plaza. You have pretty much conveyed your appreciation to me 
in previous conversations. Therefore, I look forward to your continued 
cooperation and participation in a vibrant, premier artists marketplace. 

Howard 

Howard Lazar 
Street Artists Program Director 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252 .2583 

Website: http://www.slartscommission.org/street artists program/index.html 
·---- Forwarded by Howard Lazar/ARTSCOM/SFGOV on 01/26/2011 08:41 AM ---·· 

From
-

· ' SFGOV 
To: 
Cc: Howard Lazar/ARTSCO OV@SFGOV 
Date: 01/26/2011 08:05 AM 
Subject: Fw: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 

Please see Susan's message below. 

Alyssa Llcouris 
Street Artists Program Assistant 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252.2581 

Website: http://www.slartscomm isslon.orq/street artists program/index.html 
e-Newsletter: http://sfartscommission.org/newsletter
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/SFAC
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/slartscom miss ion
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/ Arts Com mission
Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/photos/sfac

·---- Forwarded by Alyssa Licouris/ARTSCOM/SFGOV on 01/26/2011 08:04 AM

Subject 
to be forwarded to william tumuth 
7903 



To William Tumath #7003 
I am writing this in the interest of clear communication. On Sunday January 
9, I found that you had left a swiveling office chair on wheels out in 
front of your booth #28. This Is a main thoroughfare and the. chair is 
unstable and could cause bodily harm lf someone were to bump into it or 
cause it to bump into someone else. I commented on this and John T came and 
got it. A little later you came up to me (in front of many witnesses) and 
put your face menacingly close to mine and loudly and angrily declared that 
some completely different and unrelated actions by other street artists 
were just the same violations as the chair in the aisle. I assume this 
means that you understood that you were wrong but thought that others were 
wrong too. You also went to John T. and told him you wanted to report these 
supposed violations and John T told you it was merely retaliation. This is 
unacceptable. If a manager is concerned about your violation of safety 
issues, you need to take corrective action. In the past we have lost the 
entire middle row of spaces because of creating safety concerns. 

Fast forward to this Saturday January 22. I was helper and writing the 
names and licenses and Debra King was calling the names out. You positioned 
yourself right next to us and were making distracting comments. Debra asked 
you several times to be quiet and so did I. Finally you stopped. 

On Sunday January 23, towards the end of the lottery, you approached the 
table where John T and I and two street artists were attempting to finish 
the lottery. I asked you not to interrupt as the situation was tense and I 
needed to concentrate, but you insisted. It turned out that you wanted to 
point out that a homeless person was poking around in Jill's car. While you 
were interrupting me and not telling Jill or handling the situation 
yourself (if you truly cared) the homeless person had more time to rummage 
around. I told you that this wasn't my job and that I could write you up 
( for disrupting the lottery). I have never seen a manager called away from 
the lottery to resolve a situation with a homeless person, and your 
interruption in this case seems very frivolous. 

This email is a warning that.if you commit safety violations or disrupt the 
lottery again, I will write a complaint. Your retaliation by making your 
own list of other's supposed violations will not change this. 

Susan Levinson 



Re: to be forwarded to william tumuth 7903 gi 
Howard Lazar to: ERNEST VIBES 
Cc: ONTHEVEND 
Bee: Alyssa Licouris 

01/31/2011 09:32 AM

Thank you, Bill. I look forward to reading your version of the events and will keep it on file. Incidentally, I 
have already heard from an artist who verbally gave an account of the situation which demonstrated that 
you were not at fault in the "chair" situation. 

Howard 

Howard Lazar 
Street Artists Program Director 
San Francisco Arts Commission 
415.252.2583 

Website: http://www.sfartscommission.org/street_artists_program/index.html 

ERNEST VIBES !MR.< HOWARD LAZAR; OEARHOWARO;

From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Date: 01/27/2011 06:40 PM 
�-u-•. b ... }e_<:.__t: ___ R_e_: _to_· b_e_fo_!"'N ___ -�� .... �.!.�� �i! ! �am tumuth 7903

MR HO�ARD LAZAR, 

DEAR HOWARD, 

YOU MAKf� PERFECT SENSE TO ME. I SHALL ENDEAVOR TO PERSEVERE . 

\\01/27/2011 .. 06:40:12 pM

ALSO, I'LL BE SENDING YOU A CORRECTED VERSION OF THESE EVENTS, JUST, " FOR THE RECORD." 

BEST WISHES. 

WILLIAM T. #7903  

From: "Howard.Lazar 
To: ERNEST VIBES 
Cc: S 
Vanini 
Luis.Cance s gov.erg; Jill.Manton@sfgov.org 
Sent: Wed, January 26, 2011 9:33:32 AM 
Subject: Fw: to be forwarded to wjlliam tumuth 7903 

Mr. William Tumath 
Certificate #7903 

Dear Bill, 
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EDWIN /\\. LEE 

S A N F RAN C I S C O ARTS CO M M I S S I O N 

NOTICE OF WARNING 

August 1 , 2011 

MAYOi! William Tumath 
JD BELTRAN 

lNH flt!l.1 DrnFrl ()!-1 rn 
cuu1.11i,\l Al 11,u�s 
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ARTS COMMISSION GALLERY 
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41 5.554.61180 
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CITY AND CO!INH Of 

\I\N fllANCf,CO 

Dear Mr. Tumath, 

This is to inform you that reports were filed with the Arts Commission 
that you allegedly violated the Street Artist Ordinance (Ord. 41-83) on the 
following dates and in the following manner: 

July 9, 2011 -Justin Herman Plaza: Conducting business in an improper, 
disorderly, hazardous matter: disrupting the lottery (please see JHP
Complaint form) 

Please see the attached "NOTICE TO STREET ARTISTS" describing 
the Arts Commission's procedures with respect to such violations. 

This is to respectfully request that you do not violate the Street Artist 
Ordinance. 

If you wish to respond to this notice, please write to the Street Artists 
Program Director. 

Attachments: 

Sincerely, 

�  �A� • . 

Howard Laz�
v

� 
Street Artists Program Director 
Arts Commission 

JHP Complaint form_July 9, 2011, Notice to SA 

Cc: All Arts Commissioners, Street Artists Committee 
Interim Director of Cultural Affairs J.D. Beltran 

25 VAN NESS AVE. SUITE 3-15. SAN FRANCISCO, CA L14102 TEL. 415.252.25()0 FAX -!15.252.2.'i'JS 



JHP COMPLAINT FORM 

MAN A GER NAME St,1 sa n /, ./2_ c,// /155n

DATE·-, /(1£2011 DAY St-A. TIME 5'.' 6ti 11 .. 1n. 

LOCATio f /A 5 i-Jh. /+ (/rYMC'V\ fa) (4 7- <. 
SPACE# ! t fl t'i?i K: blL
ARTIST NAM l,yit f,a1':) -IIAil'-Ct fl"' LICENSE# ;q c. 3 

COMPLAINT OR VIOLATION: 
(pisrupting 'the l<:>tteryjafter one �erbai and one written WC]!rni!1!:J) Manager went in the 
middle of the signup period to collect the lottery slips from the helpers, William being 
one. William had not folded quite a few of the slips. When told he needed to do this, he 
responded belligerently that he hadn't had the time. Manager had to fold these slips as 
well as separate the others and sign In artists for the lottery. When manager went to 
collect the final slips and the pads, one last artist came up to the table and manager let 
him sign in with William who had the last pad. When manager tried to collect the pad 
and slip and reminded William that he needed to fold slips if he wanted to be helper, 
William waved his hand and claimed manager was distracting him and took a long 
time to fold and hand over the slip. Its difficult enough to conduct a lottery with upwards 
of 150 artists and keep things running smoothly without this kind of behavior, from a 
"helper " no less. As previously stated, Willlam has been warned twice about 
disrupting the lottery, once in writing and once verbally when he picked up the map 
and then threw it back down on the table causing many slips to fall onto the wet 
pavement and resulting i.n another artist yelling at him. 

SEND TO: HOWARD LAZAR, PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

S.F. STREET ARTISTS PROGRAM 

25 VAN NESS AVE. SUITE 240 

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102 

� �-- �, w1,,;--, 

J O Iv,,__ ( (A_ ,A "' : 

G,trD 1 l I c.s4 �r

R. '(jV\ V /}-,1,t, I ,'L • 





WILLIAM H. TU MATH #7903 127 KNOLLVIEW WAY SF. CA. 94131 

HOWARD LAZAR STREET ARTISTS PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

DEAR HOWARD, 

LET ME GIVE YOU SOME PERSONAL INFORMATION. I AM LEGALLY HANDICAPED. I ALSO TAKE 

MEDICATIONS THAT CAUSE SIDE EFFECTS. THESE INCLUDE, ISSUES WITH PHYSICAL BALANCE, 

VISION PROBLEMS, MENTAL CONFUSION AND HYPER-ACTIVITY. 

SIMPLY PUT, SUSAN LEVINSON, DOESN'T LIKE ME! I DENOUNCE HER ATIEMPT TO PREVENT 

ME FROM WORKING AS A STREET ARTIST. SHE HAS DISTORTED FACTS AND CREATED ISSUES 

THAT DON'T EXIST. SUSAN CONTINUES TO HARASS ME WITH VERBAL CONFRONTATIONS, 

THREATS AND INSULTS. THIS PLACES ME UNDER PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL DURESS. 

THE LIST OF INCIDENTS: 

JULY 9TH,2011 5:50 AM . THE COMPLAINT ABOUT NOT FOLDING THE SLIPS. I DID NOT 

DISRUPT THE LOTIERY. IT'S 5:50 AM THE LOTIERY STARTS AFTER 6:00 AM. I HAD SEVERAL 

MINUTES TO FOLD A FEW LOTIERY SLIPS. SUSAN ARRIVES AND STARTS YELLING AT ME FOR 

NOT FOLDING THE SLIPS, THIS IS WHILE I AM SIGNING IN STREET ARTISTS. SHE KEEPS 

LOOMING OVER ME AND THREATENING ME SAYING," IF YOU CAN'T FOLD THE SLIPS, YOU 

CANNOT BE A HELPER!". I RAISE MY HAND IN THE AIR AND ASK HER TO STOP YELLING AT ME , 

THAT SHE IS DISTRACTING ME AND I CAN'T CONCENTRATE AND DO MY JOB. 

ON AUGUST 10TH, 2011 TAD SKY RELATED, THAT WHILE HELPING AT A RECENT LOTIERY, 

THE HELPER DIDN'T FOLD ANY OF THE SLIPS. SO TAD FOLDED THEM HIMSELF. 

JANUARY 22N°, 2011 "VERBAL WARNING" I WAS TALKING TO SOME ONE. SUSAN AND DEBBY 

KING TOLD ME TO SHUT UP. SO I SHUT UP. 

THE FALSE ACCUSATION ABOUT THE SWEVEL CHAIR IN FRONT OF MY BOOTH. WE'VE 

COVERED THIS ONE IN DETAIL. 

JANUARY 23R0
, 2011 ATIEMPTED ROBBERY . WOMAN IS STEALING STUFF FROM JILL'S CAR. 

SUSAN AND JOHN, THE MANAGERS, ARE WORKING ON THE SITE MAP AND ASSIGNMENTS. I 

YELL OUT TO THEM TO WATCH OUT ABOUT THE ROBBERY IN PROGRESS. SUSAN JUST 

INSULTED AND YELLED AT ME. JOHN T. WENT OVER AND CHASED THE WOMAN AWAY 

"VERBAL WARNING "ABOUT THROWING SITE MAP. I DID NOT THROW THE MAP DOWN ON 

THE TABLE. I DROPPED IT FROM ABOUT 1 INCH ABOVE THE TABLE AND A SLIP BLEW OFF THE 









�;:�t�ttttlmil'���do:: 
'b"'e+ �:e eo.,lO Q;f��7�fe , � '": � :!�{\((fl.\f -.k"lt,;,

Mr. Pogni's license was revoked in 
2017 for selling items not of his 
own making. - AT
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JHP COMPLAINT FORM 

MANAGER NAME $iSdn L.llJ1'/JSEn
DATE 1)�2,011 DAY >vf- TIME ;_• '5o 11. 1n. 
LOCATIO SIA s "'"' 1./- erl'ha..... fJ r A -z_,

SPACE# /� khlf-
ARTIST N � ;t, /,·ty., 11/.M:tb LICENSE # 74 c, 3

COMfl;A:INT OR-vroLATION: - · - ---- - -
,-. f _ � • , • • •• I 

Dlsru ti the l�ery (after one verbal and one written wJrnlng) Manager went In the 
m die of the s gn up period to collect the lottery slips from the 11elpers, WIiiiam being 
one. WIiiiam had not folded quite a few of the slips. When told he needed to do this, he 
responded belligerently that he hadn't had the time. Manager had to fold these slips as 
well as separate the others and sign In artists for the lottery. When manager went to 
collect the final slips and the pads, one last artist came up to the table and manager let 
him sign In with WIiiiam who had the last pad. When manager tried to collect the pad 
and slip and reminded WIiiiam that he needed to fold slips If he wanted to be helper, 
WIiiiam waved his hand and claimed manager was distracting him and took a tong 
time to fold and hand over the slip. Its difficult enough. to conduct a lottery with upwards 
of 150 artists and keep things running smoothly without this kind of behavior, from a 
"helper " no less. As previously stated, WIiiiam has been warned twice about 
disrupting the lottery, once In writing and once verbally when he picked up the map 
and then threw it back down on the table causing many slips to fall onto the wet 
pavement and resulting iJl another artist yelling at him. 

1/.e+ ,s J fr.;e , t/u, 4 ea ap .. c kJ,g( /lu 6tr:aa_ ,d,l 411'fk
tk 'ha e( w:f?, .pl/"'df'Tt: .ev?r, ,eefr.rf of fk �.-1'.L
cf f"V"-"""':fJ f/,..J_ lo fu /, 7 

SEND TO: HOWARD LAZAR, PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
S.F. STREET ARTISTS PROGRAM 
25 VAN NESS AVE. SUITE 240 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102 

,,ILL � �.� 
WtnCW' £3337 Jot,.,. -r"'-"""'": rr

Gvo 1 {, I o.sh,t' . . 

R. "" t/ {}41, t JI.-•























WILLIAM TUMATH 















INSPECTOR' S LOGBOOK 

TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 2013 

1 :55 - 3:15 p.m. 

JUSTIN HERMAN PLAZA 

1 :55 p.m .. Market Street at Spear Street: Windy, intermittent sun. Inspected the wares of the 
following artists: 

Shumong Li 
Wayne Lehr 
Santiago Alonso 
Hamlin Lin / Tianmin Yu 

2:05 p.m .• Justin Herman Plaza:. 

Mandi Stillwell 
John Cage 
Takashi Honda 
Soma Cho 
Jon Rab 
Dolores Kalom 
William Tumath 
Vivena Cuyugan 
Eberardo Hernandez 
Weiming Huang 
Sheila Taylor-Hill 
Zi Jie Mei (painting) 
Ceverina Roman 
Jonovan 
Ron Menninga 
Walter Molina 
John Tunui 
Katie Herron 
Li Li Zhang 
Amy Dong 
Robert Siu 

Lindsay Walhborg / Hal Walhborg 
Mike Hanley / Norma Hanley 
Raul Neri (packing up) 
Maria Hillius 
Susan Koenig 
Chiyori Filion (I did not see any coral in her 

jewelry as had been noted 
previously by Advisory Committee 
members) 

Quan Li 
Tian Ling Yu/ Xin Cai Li (I told them that 

the City Attorney was reviewing a 
statement I had crafted to send out 
to all artist-jewelers to refrain from 
selling coral). 

Juan Marin Jimenez 
Jade Qin 
Claire Cade 
Wen Zhong Sha 
Kui Shi 

William Tumath told me his version of the incident that had occurred between him and Li Li 

Zhang which had resulted in our sending him a warning for kicking her display and verbally 
abusing her. William said that Li Li was equally hollering at him (this was corroborated by John 
Tunui's email), that she refused to follow John Tunui's request for her to move her display away 
from William's, that her customers kept bumping into his display and were asking him about 
prices of her jewelry; that he stumbled over the block of sand which weights down her tent, as 

Inspector's Report 6 4-13 JHP 



the block was set outside her tent and alongside his display, and that he did not kick her display
but kicked the block of sand. I took William over to Li Li and informed them that they both were 
hot tempered and to control themselves and if there is ever a dispute again over territory, to 
speak to John Tunui immediately about it rather than fight over it. Li Li said she didn't want any
trouble. They both agreed to not fight anymore and shook hands. Li Li agreed to withdraw her
complaint; as a result, I said we would withdraw the official warning we had sent William. 

I called Alyssa and relayed this to her; also told her that Dolores hadn't received her renewed
certificates in the mail, whereupon Alyssa said she'd mail new ones to her. 

Artists started to pack up, as it was overcast and getting windier.

Ended inspection at 3:15 p.m.

�faz� 
Street Artists Program Director

Inspector's Report 6-4-13 JHP 













the block was set outside her tent and alongside his display, and that he did not kick her display
but kicked the block of sand. I took William over to Li Li and informed them that they both were
hot tempered and to control themselves and if there is ever a dispute again over territory, to 
speak to John Tunui immediately about it rather than fight over it. Li Li said she didn't want any
trouble. They both agreed to not fight anymore and shook hands. Li Li agreed to withdraw her
complaint; as a result, I said we would withdraw the official warning we had sent William.

I called Alyssa and relayed this to her; also told her that Dolores hadn't received her renewed
certificates in the mail, whereupon Alyssa said she'd mail new ones to her.

Artists started to pack up, as it was overcast and getting windier.

Ended inspection at 3:15 p.m.

��z� 
Street Artists Program Director

Inspector's Report 6 4-13 JHP 











July 11, 2013 

Page2 

HL,al 

Attachments, 

Notice to Street Artists 

E-mail complaint_6-27-13

Cc, All Arts Commissioners, Street Artists Committee 

Director of Cultural Affairs Tom DeCaigny 

















Inspector's Logbook 

Wednesday, October 26, 2016 

Office Report 

Received information from a street artist, whose name shall remain 

confidential, who reported the following incidents: 

Bill Tumath has started selling steampunk masks. The artist believes that 
Mr. Tumath has not been screened for this style of his work. The artist asked 
program staff to look into this matter and requested Mr. Tumath be invited 

for a screening meeting 

t:��ff:�,�
Street Artists Program Director 





October 28, 2016 
Page2 

UNFINISHED SAMPLES OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT {at least! dozen (6) 
of each craft and or each of the categories of jewelry, showing the various steps of the 
craft's creation). Please note that for crafts such as screening printing, digital 
photography, books, etc, the Advisory Committee would like to see items such as but 
not limited to screen printing screens, rough sketches of those screen printing 
designs, digital photographic images on your own laptop, publication information for 
your book and rough drafts of the book ideas. 

RAW MATERIALS USED IN THE MAKING OF YOUR ART OR 
CRAFT (it is important to note that some of the raw materials must match some of 
your finished samples. For example, raw images on your laptop or camera if you are 
presenting digital photography). 

TOOLS USED IN THE MAKING OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT*. 
(*If your tools are too large to transport or if your tools involve an open flame, we 
require you to bring a video of you in your workshop creating your craft step by step. 
This video demonstration must be 30 minutes in length. Please provide the 
Committee with a means to watch the video since we do not have the appropriate 
equipment available.) Please note this may include such items as your camera if you 
are a photographer, sewing machine if you have sewing items, screen printing if you 
are a printmaker, etc. Please note we ca,nnot supply Wi-Fi access. 

INVOICES FOR MATERIALS PURCHASED FOR THE MAKING OF 
YOUR ART OR CRAFT (please review "Invoice Requirements" in the Guidelines). 

If you have questions about the screening process or would like to view a complete list 
of screening categories, please visit: 

http://www.sfartscommission.org/street_artists_program/licensing/index.html#scre 
erring 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Ventre 
Street Artists Program Assistant 
415 252-2213. Street.artists@sfgov.org·





October 28, 2016 

Page4 

pakikinig, maibahagi ang mga kaganapan ng miting sa iba't ibang anyo, at/o isang 

tagapagbasa. Ang mga kaganapan ng miting ay maaring isalin sa ibang wika 

matapos ito ay aprobahan ng komisyon. Sa mga ganitong uri ng kahilingan, 

mangyari po lamang· makipag ugnayan kay Howard Lazar, Program Director sa 415-

252-2583. Magbigay po lamang ng hindi bababa sa 48 oras na abiso bago ng miting.

Kung maari, ang mga late na hiling ay posibleng tanggapin. Ang silid ng

pagpupulungan ay accessible sa mga naka wheelchair.







> 
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> Dear artists,
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> Please see that attached agenda for the Program Director hearing 

> scheduled for Tuesday, November 22.
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> San Francisco Arts Commission
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> San Francisco, CA 94102 
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> F:
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> sfartscommission.org

> 

> 

> 

> e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr I Main

> Services
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> 
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Hi William, 

Yes, I can reschedule you for the end of January. 

I'm in the process of writing the notes from the Program 
Director meeting but I can send you a link to the audio. 
Which do you prefer? 

Thanks, 
Alyssa 

Alyssa Ventre 

Street Altists 
Program Assistant 

San Francisco Arts Commission 

401 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 124B 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

T: 415-252-2213 
F: 
415-934-1020
sfartscommission.org

e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr
I Main
Services

2 









#yiv6456453139 

Dear William, 

Thank you for your e-mail. I wanted to let you know that it 
has been received. 

Best, 

Alyssa 

Alyssa Ventre 

Street Artists 
Program Assistant 

San Francisco Arts Commission 

401 Van Ness Avenue, Suite l24B 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

T: 415-252-2213 
F: 

415-934-1020
sfartscommission.org

e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr
!Main
Services

Please note we have 
moved! 

2 









Inspector's Logbook 

Wednesday, October 26, 2016 

Office Report 

Received information from a street artist, whose name shall remain 
confidential, who reported the following incidents: 

Bill Tumath has started selling steampunk masks. The artist believes that 
Mr. Tumath has not been screened for this style of his work. The artist asked 
program staff to look into this matter and requested Mr. Tumath be invited 
for a screening meeting 

�ffVLl#
yv

L/ 
Howard Lazar" 
Street Artists Program Director 
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UNFINISHED SAMPLES OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT (at least! dozen (6) 
of each craft and or each of the categories of jewelry, showing the various steps of the 
craft's creation). Please note that for crafts such as screening printing, digital 
photography, books, etc, the Advisory Committee would like to see items such as but 
not limited to screen printing screens, rough sketches of those screen printing 
designs, digital photographic images on your own laptop, publication information for 
your book and rough drafts of the book ideas. 

RAW MATERIALS USED IN THE MAKING OF YOUR ART OR 
CRAFT (it is important to note that some of the raw materials must match some of 
your finished samples. For example, raw images on your laptop or camera if you are 
presenting digital photography). 

TOOLS USED IN THE MAKING OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT*. 
(*If your tools are too large to transport or if your tools involve an open flame, we 
require you to bring a video of you in your workshop creating your craft step by step. 
This video demonstration must be 30 minutes in length. Please provide the 
Committee with a means to watch the video since we do not have the appropriate 
equipment available.) Please note this may include such items as your camera if you 
are a photographer, sewing machine if you have sewing items, screen printing if you 
are a printmaker, etc. Please note we cannot supply Wi Fi access. 

INVOICES FOR MATERIALS PURCHASED FOR THE MAKING OF 
YOUR ART OR CRAFT (please review "Invoice Requirements" in the Guidelines). 

If you have questions about the screening process or would like to view a complete list 
of screening categories, please visit: 
http://www.sfartscommission.org/street_artists_program/licensing/index.html#scre 
erring 

Sincerely
} 

Alyssa Ventre 
Street Artists Program Assistant 
415-252-2213. Street.artists@sfgov.org
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pakikinig, maibahagi ang mga kaganapan ng miting sa iba't ibang anyo, at/o isang 

tagapagbasa. Ang mga kaganapan ng miting ay maaring isalin sa ibang wika 

matapos ito ay aprobahan ng komisyon. Sa mga ganitong uri ng kahilingan, 

mangyari po lamang makipag ugnayan kay Howard Lazar, Program Director sa 415-

252-2583. Magbigay po lamang ng hindi bababa sa 48 oras na abiso bago ng miting.

Kung maari, ang mga late na hiling ay posibleng tanggapin. Ang silid ng 

pagpupu!ungan ay accessible sa mga naka wheelchair.





Thanks for your recommendations. I've cc'd Howard 
so he can see them as well. 

Best, 
Alyssa 

Alyssa Ventre 

Street Artists 
Program Assistant 

San Francisco Arts Commission 

401 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 124B 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

T: 415-252-2213 
F: 

415-934-1020
sfartscommission.org

e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr
I Main
Services

Please note we have 
moved! 
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Hi Bill, 

We received your application for our Advisory Committee 

call. Unfortunately, we cannot accept it since you are 

current street artist and this would be a conflict of 

interest. 

However, if you're planning on leaving the program, 
then 

we could accept your application. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Alyssa 
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Lazar, Howard {ART) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi Bill, 

Ventre, Alyssa (ART) 

Thursday, January 19, 2017 3:04 PM 

William Tumath 

Lazar, Howard (ART) 

Advisory Committee application 

We received your application for our Advisory Committee call. Unfortunately, we cannot accept it since you are a current 
street artist and this would be a conflict of interest. 

However, if you're planning on leaving the program, then we could accept your application. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Alyssa 

Alyssa Ventre 

Street Artists Program Assistant 

San Francisco Arts Commission 
401 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1248 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
T: 415-252-2213 F: 415-934-1020 
sfartscommission. org 

e-Newsletter I Twitter I Facebook I YouTube I Flickr I Main Services

Please note we have moved! 
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Account Payment Type Renewal

Transaction Date 3/22/2019 License Type Quarterly

Date of Expiration 6/30/2019

Amount $196.50

ID #

Receipt / Reference #

Notes William Tumath, Quarter 4 payment.
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SCREENING OF ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR STREET ARTISTS 

December 9, 2010 
Bill Tumath 

CRAFT TO BE SCREENED:  towel hoodies 

Your appointment with the Advisory Committee of Street Artists and Craftsmen 
Examiners is hereby scheduled for Thursday, January 27, 2011 at 9:30a.m., to be 
held in the 

Arts Commission Conference Room, Suite 70 (basement level) 
25 Van Ness Avenue 

San Francisco, California 

The purpose of this meeting is to verify that the art or craft item(s) for which you are 
seeking certification as a street artist is of your own creation. The verification by the 
Advisory Committee will be in accordance with the screening guidelines drafted by 
the Committee and adopted by the Arts Commission.  A copy of these guidelines is 

available upon request. 

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU BRING THE FOLLOWING TO YOUR SCREENING: 

- FINISHED SAMPLES OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT (at least one dozen (12)
samples of each craft, with the exception of jewelry which requires two dozen
(24) samples – for example, 24 bracelets, 24 necklaces, 24 pairs of earrings,
etc.).

- UNFINISHED SAMPLES OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT (at least ½ dozen (6)
of each craft and or each of the categories of jewelry, showing the various
steps of the craft’s creation).

- RAW MATERIALS USED IN THE MAKING OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT (it is
important to note that some of the raw materials must match some of your
finished samples).

- TOOLS USED IN THE MAKING OF YOUR ART OR CRAFT.

- INVOICES FOR MATERIALS PURCHASED FOR THE MAKING OF YOUR
ART OR CRAFT (please review “Invoice Requirements” in the Guidelines).

If you have questions about the screening process see: 
http://www.sfartscommission.org/street_artists_program/licensing/index.html#screening 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Licouris 
Street Artists Program Associate 
415.252.2581 
Street.artists@sfgov.org 
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